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In the June 1998 issue of The Messenger (No. 92) there was an article describing the hectic days and months before the first light for UT1. First light was a great public event and of great significance for the project and the organisation. From a technical point of view however, it was a non-event. The telescope had met all specifications for first light ahead of time and the weeks before the official announcement were more a sit tight, don’t tell and don’t break it time. Following the big event we were free again to work on the machine. For those with keen eyes looking back at the beautiful images taken for the first light, flaws could easily be found. In fact a number of messages and private comments arrived at Paranal describing in great detail what we already knew. A lot of work lay ahead of us.

The working schedule was set out. During the day Peter Gray, Toomas Erm, Gerd Hudepohl, Marc Sbaihi and Juan Osorio would fix all the things we broke during the night and continuously improved the opto-mechanical and electronic robustness of the system. During the night Jason would sleep on his sofa while the others tested out the latest and newest ideas that had been implemented the day before. Pretty pictures, which before first light were obtained when the seeing was better than 0.6 arcseconds, were banished to be taken at times when the seeing was better than 0.5 arcseconds. Then the limit was changed to 0.4 arcseconds as seeing was good too often and test time was being limited. It was often said that the seeing was best when Jason was asleep in the control room. Ivan Muñoz and Anders Wallander set out to prove this by obtaining a 0.27 arcsecond image in June under those operating conditions. A press release on the subject – politely avoiding the sleeping issue – can be found on the web.

Antu, or UT1 as it was still known in those early days, suffered from wind shake. The telescope was not stiff enough to remove the effects of the wind on the focal plane. This was not a surprise since from the design phase already it was known that the UTs would be susceptible to such problems. Before first light Gianlucca Chiozzi and Robert Karban had done a splendid job in getting field stabilisation to work in a matter of a couple of weeks. Now was the time to tune it up, remove the lag as much as possible and get every last millisecond out of the loop. Working with a 33 MHz 68040 processor as the central engine was a challenge. However, together with Birger Gustafsson, Antonio Longinotti and Philippe Duhoux (M2 and CCD experts) the field stabilisation was brought to an effective update frequency of 10 Hz. Now the time was good to have some real fun. Out of the drawer Birger produced the latest and best toy. A Power PC processor for our guiding LCU. It was tested on the control model in Garching, deemed to be good and hey presto! 50 Hz frequency on the M2. The secondary mirror of the VLT is 1.2 metres across. Moving it at 50 Hz is not for the weak of heart. If you got time on the VLT and you have got some data, the 'little' mirror at the top of the telescope was moving about all the time making the focal plane stay put while the big thing (telescope) shook in the wind. The weakness of the telescope in wind shake rejection was thought to be with us for life. Toomas Erm would not accept that and continued working on this problem.

Before first light we only needed the telescope to point to 10 arcseconds or so. Even for a big machine like UT1 this was not very difficult to achieve thanks to the full integration of the pointing model into the tracking software. Now we had the real specifications to meet. Pointing any telescope to 1 arcsecond rms all over the sky is hard enough. Doing it with the UTs of the VLT is an interesting challenge. First we had to stabilise the pointing model which was varying from night to night. It does not take a rocket scientist to work out that if the primary mirror moves inside the cell then the pointing errors of the telescope change. Keeping the mirror in position was provided for with the mirror cell hardware, which permits us to position the mirror in x,y,z as well as the three angles about these axes. By re-positioning the mirror after each pre-set we stabilised the pointing model. A new set-up keyword for the telescope was needed and the food theme on Paranal began. When TEL.PSOUP (pronounced pea soup) is set to true the m1 cell Passive Support moves the mirror UP. Now we had a stable pointing solution and we could start worrying about the actual performance of the telescope. Tying as hard as we might, neither the residual of the fit nor the actual pointing performance could be brought below 1.5 or so arcseconds rms, and often the performance was worse. But then again we asked ourselves why are we bothering with this. The telescope guide probe moves automatically to find a guide star. Why not set the telescope position to make the guide star land where the guide probe expected it to be. The pre-setting accuracy would then be equivalent to the as-

Figure 1: The plot shows the rms tracking error as measured on the telescope encoders for Azimuth on Kueyen. The specification is 0.1 arcsecond and the achieved performance is clearly much better than that. The direction of the arrow indicates the direction the telescope was moving during the measurements.
the reproducibility of the pointing. The latter was to show its true worth later when FORS1 was being commissioned.

Now that some basic things were out of the way we could start having fun. Again Gianlucca Chiozzi and Robert Karban were set to work. We want to chop and field stabilise at the same time. Sure they said. It is part of the specs. One beam is always under control while the other is the sky beam that no one cares about. Somewhere in the specifications this had slipped through. Maybe it came from the days of single-element IR detectors. In any case, the new more complex specification was given out. Assuming the guide star is going to land on chip in both beams of the chop then we wish to field stabilise on both beams. Back to the drawing board. Philippe Duhoux to the rescue with a port of the DIMM software to the guider and again our wish was fulfilled. ISAAC folks would be happy. But what about the comet and moving-target community? Of course the VLT can track on a moving target. But could it guide on it as well? So the challenge was set. How would this be done? Back to the original design to see what was thought to be the way. Move the guiding box on the CCD with the appropriate speed and everything will be OK was the theory. But why do that? Why not tell the guide probe to simply track its star. Then if the centre moved or not was a problem since the guide probe would happily hunt down its guide star. It actually turned out that Birger Gustafsson had already coded almost all of this simply to pre-set the probe to the guide star. All he had to do was to keep the probe alive at all times. Easier said than done but, as usual, nothing is more fun than the impossible. So having this working, we could now chop and field stabilise while the telescope tracked a moving target. Unfortunately, in doing this we broke the combined offset mechanism. Traditionally the probe is offset in the other direction to the telescope. By making the probe live when the telescope offset the probe would automatically follow its own star. After a bit of soul searching we realised that this was actually the better way of doing things. The autoguider was promoted above the tracking software as the master and we were back in business.

While all of this was going on, from nowhere came a couple of Nasmyth adapters and were miraculously mounted on the telescope without interfering with our work (we suspect a phantom Francis Franz and his twin Paul Giordano had something to do with this but Martin Cullum denies all knowledge as to how this miracle occurred). The engineering crew was growing by the day. George Harding, the two Pablos (Gutierrez and Barriga) and the formidable Patricia Ibanez all started putting their stamp on things. Toomas Erm kept worrying about this wind shake thing. Gerd Hudepohl and Pierre Sangasdet would fret about the cell while Gustavo Rahmer was finally about to get some serious work to do. Thanh Phan Duc would come and go and let us all know exactly how many cell operations we had made and would fix whatever needed fixing. It was like having a policeman checking up all the time. Ricardo Schmutzer moved between Garching and UVES and Paranal and the test camera without missing a beat on either of them. FORS1 arrived on the mountain and immediately aroused suspicions. Did they really think that big yellow thing would fit under our delicate telescope?

Meanwhile the final phases of the commissioning of another telescope on Paranal were taking place. The ASM (Astronomical Site Monitor) was getting to the phase where it could be left alone. Stefan Sandrock and Rodrigo Amestica would try to make our robotic telescope work. Anders expressed wishes that the UTs be so simple to operate. Switch it on and the ASM will know when to open and when to close, where to find a star and what to measure. Not too hard a requirement really. Only the ASM was having problems finding alpha Cen alone any other star. A bit of investigating on the pointing problem and a few ingenious solutions by Stefan and Rodrigo and the ASM was up and running. Now the radio need not sound all night long with the call: “Julio! What is the seeing?”

Before putting FORS1 on to the telescope we had to satisfy another client. Bruno Leibundgut together with Mark Ferrari and Eline Tolstoy arrived for science verification with the test camera. Brilliant plans were laid out, astronomical challenges and problems to be solved. The first couple of nights went fine. In fact, a new image quality record was set at 0.26 arcseconds, the image taken with the ADC mounted. Then the weather changed, the seeing became poor, the control room was not a happy place and before you could say “bad luck” the two weeks of SV were over. Bruno took a copy of the data with him and the video conference to Garching fell silent.

Soon afterwards The FORS1 team led by Professor Appenzeller together with Gero Rupprecht as the ESO responsible put their pride and joy on the Cassegrain focus of UT1 and then had to take it off again due to a broken cooling pipe inside the adapter which dripped water inside their instrument. We apologised, helped to clean up the mess and on went FORS1 again. The moment of excitement arrived. The shutter was opened and the first im-

Figure 2: The top left plot shows the measured centroid for a star during successive 30 second exposures taken during a 3.5 hour track. The difference in the centroid between the first image and all successive images is the measured error in tracking. The three other plots show the error in tracking as a function of altitude, adapter angle and hour angle. The telescope crossed the meridian during this test and the peak error was below 0.15 arcsecond during the entire experiment.
ured rms pointing on this night was 0.85 arcsecond. Also, it was working furiously under difficult conditions to complete the re-integration of the instrument. In the couple of weeks between FORS1 and ISAAC we checked out the Nasmyth A focus and verified all was well. ISAAC went on to the telescope and now the real work started. Tautro Comerón to system test. Of course, Fernanda kept on finding things we had missed. Roberto Gilmozzi would agree with him and then we had to change everything again. It was fun.

Time had come to welcome ISAAC back. Remember how well the telescope and instrument had behaved in the first commissioning run. Well, this time things were not to be so easy going. The UTs’ direct drive motors (big fancy magnets with a protective metal cover) move the machine silently and very elegantly around the sky. On side A (not the ISAAC side) one of the covers came off and got crunched inside the motor. Patricio Elizón, Pablo Gutiérrez, Gustavo Rahmer and Hans Gumperlein worked non-stop for a week to disassemble one whole side of the telescope and put it back together again. The badge of honour at the time was a piece of yellow duct tape, which was worn with great pride for the horizontal. UT1 work. Two telescopes running before the inauguration and a nice image to show from Antu would make a good show. Massimo in a typically challenging order stated that nothing worse than a third of an arcsecond for the image from Antu would satisfy him. On the night before the inauguration, UT1 had already been handed to Science Operations for their dry runs. The telescope was theirs. What could they do? Just to set the standard for the future, Hermann Boehrnhardt and Roberto Gilmozzi were at the controls with Massimo directing that FORS1 be switched to high-resolution mode since the seeing was good. It is a well-known fact that the presence of the director on Paranal improves the seeing. The combination of all of the effects described resulted in a 600-second I band image with quality better than 0.25 arcseconds. Now that the first goal was met we could have some extra fun. Lothar Noethe and Stephane Guisard had been labouring for some time to make the telescope spell its own name. Anyone they said could do it moving the telescope around until the star trails spell out VLT. Even the NTT managed that. So they took charge of the shape of the primary mirror and they made stars whose shapes spell out VLT! True control of the shape of the primary was demonstrated beyond a doubt.

On Kueyen as soon as we had a primary and a secondary mirror installed we had a look. It was not going to be as easy as Antu but it would work. Lothar Noethe, Stephane Guisard and Beppe Abuter set about their merry way to make the thing make stars that looked round.
**The Science Verification Plan for FORS2 and UVES at UT2/Kueyen**
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1. Introduction

The Science Verification (SV) observations for FORS2 and UVES at Kueyen (UT2) will follow the same approach and policy as already described for the SV of Antu (UT1) and its instruments (www.eso.org/science/utlisv/). SV observations are now planned as follows:

- UVES SV: February 6–17 (New Moon is February 5)
- FORS2 SV: February 28 – March 10 (New Moon is March 6)

Raw, calibrated, and calibrated data will be made publicly available to the ESO community as soon as the reductions are completed and the data prepared for release.
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